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Motivation
Why we decided to get involved

• Reputation
  • The conference has a great reputation as a convening space for accessibility and inclusion practitioners from multiple sectors across the globe.
  • Being recognised as a best practice and gaining an award helps the recognition and reputation of the team.
  • Aligned with our programmatic work which also includes ILO GBDN
Network Benefits
Why we decided to get involved

• Networking
  • Very few conferences have the broad variety of contacts.
  • Bringing colleagues together.
  • Learning from others.
  • Getting to speak at the UN
Everyone’s A Winner
Receive a massive motivational boost

• If you submit to ZeroCall 25 you have the opportunity to meet and share what you are doing with others. Application is anonymous all selected best practices get to attend.
• Make your colleagues proud of the work you are doing.
• Build alliances and discuss exciting projects for the future.
Everyone’s A Winner
Meet your heroes and inspire the next generation

• No grey suits here.
• Zero is a celebration of inclusion.
• We all learn together and try to amply the impact.